
What is a Clause?

1. Which sentences are correct?

A. Cornelius bought some new 

books for his law course.

B. the pet shop was closed on 

sunday

C. Is it time to go home?

D. Look at! 

4. Create the two complete sentences 

using all the flashcards below. 

Remember to fully punctuate each 

sentence.

2. Circle the words that are out of order in 

each of the following sentences. 

A. The spotty, yellow hung 

raincoat near the door.

B. The pillow soft was place 

carefully on the large bed.

C. Where can I find key my?

5. Sally and Ryan are reading the 

sentence below.

Who is correct? Explain why.

3. Complete the sentences with the 

correct word.

A. The conductor __________   his job 

because he gets to meet new 

people.

B. The tortoise __________    

peacefully in Max’s arms. 

6. Naeem is practising writing sentences.

Explain his mistakes, then rewrite the 

sentences so that they are correct.
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loves talks cries

cooks sleeps

you ? dirty

. can wash 

the now dishes

The kite swayed in the blue sky.

An adjective is missing. 

A noun is missing. 

Sally

Ryan

A) The swam dolphins happily in the

ocean

B) Josh created a 3D model for his 

art homework?

C) can you turn the volume down



What is a Clause?

1. A and C

2. A. hung and raincoat; B. pillow and soft; C. key and my

3. A. loves; B. sleeps

4. Various answers, for example: You can wash the dirty dishes now. Can you wash the 

dirty dishes now?

5. Ryan is correct because the word to explain who the verb applies to is missing. The 

verb is ‘swayed’. Therefore, the splat is covering a noun. 

6. The mistakes in sentence A are the missing full stop and the word order. The mistake in 

sentence B is the incorrect punctuation mark. The mistake in sentence C is the missing 

capital letter and question mark. The correct sentences are: A. The dolphins swam 
happily in the ocean. B. Josh created a 3D model for his art homework. C. Can you turn 

the volume down?
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